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ON THE RISE OF THE MANUFACTURING TOWNS OF 

LANCASHIRE AND CHESHIRE.

By David Buxton, Esq. 

(READ STH MAY, 1856.)

The towns of the Manchester District have already formed the subject 
of one of the papers brought before this Society, during the present session.* 
But the elaborate statement of Mr. Danson dealt almost exclusively with 
the statistical aspect of the subject, as exhibited in the results of the 
census of 1851. If I now travel over the same ground, it is in the hope of 
being able to group together various interesting details of a more general 
character; and so to afford those amongst us who are not intimately 
acquainted with the locality, a more complete view of the rise and exten 
sion of the manufacturing towns in the south-east of Lancashire and adjacent 
parts of Cheshire. These towns are sixteen in number, twelve of them being 
in Lancashire, and four in Cheshire. The former are Bolton, Bury, Oldham, 
Middleton, Rochdale, Heywood, RadclifFe, Ashton, Leigh, Atherton, 
Salford, and Manchester. The latter (the Cheshire towns) are Stockport, 
Hyde, Stalybridge, and Dukinfield. Now the relation which all the rest 
bear to Manchester is very peculiar, but the notice of it is by no means new. 
Dr. Percival, writing upon the population of Manchester in 1773, says,  
" A considerable part of the manufactory of this flourishing town is carried 
on in the adjacent country, which is thereby crouded with houses and 
inhabitants, "f And that which thus commenced with the first impetus to 
the cotton manufacture, has gone on ever since; and we shall find that all 
the surrounding towns are dependent upon the grea-t central mart, as

* See " On the Area and Population of the Manchester District," by J. T. Danson, 
Esq., F.S.S. and V.P. of the Historic Society. Antfe p. 165.

t Observations on the State of Population in Manchester, &c., p. 9, in Philosophical, 
Medical, and Experimental Essays, by Thomas Percival, M.D., F.B.S., F.S.A. London, 
1776.
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colonies are dependent upon the mother country; as children upon a 
parent; as the expanding and lengthening branches or, more truly still, 
as transplanted offshoots are related to the parent stem.

The proof of this involves so many points of interest, that I beg for a 
short time to call attention to them. But, first of all, it is very noticeable 
that, before the passing of the Reform Bill, not one of all the populous aad 
wealthy towns which I have named possessed the privilege of parliamentary 
representation. To us, who know the influence which this district has 
exercised upon recent legislation, it appears scarcely credible that Man 
chester, and its tributary towns, should only have possessed the elective 
franchise during the last twenty-four years. Such, however, is the fact. 
Twelve borough members are now returned by such of the towns as were 
then enfranchised, viz., two each by Manchester, Stockport, Oldham, and 
Bolton : and one each by Salford (which in effect is part of Manchester), 
Ashton, Bury, and Rochdale. Since their enfranchisement as parlia 
mentary boroughs, most of them have also become corporate towns; and 
besides the privileges which Manchester thus acquired in common with 
the other towns of the district, it has also been erected into an episcopal 
see, and has more recently, by a special exercise of royal authority, been 
dignified with the title of "city."

To shew that the extension of manufactures in the surrounding towns, 
is simply the extension of Manchester itself, it is only necessary to men 
tion, that the cotton manufacture divides itself into several branches ; and 
that for the proper carrying on of some of these bleaching, and calico 
printing, for instance certain local conditions are requisite, which a 
populous town cannot furnish. Accordingly, we find that bleaching has 
betaken itself to Radcliffe, Horwich, and the neighbourhood of Bolton; 
and the printing of calicos lias found more congenial homes on this side of 
the Yorkshire, Cheshire, and Derbyshire boundaries, on the banks of the 
various tributaries of the Mersey and the Irwell.* Even weaving sheds, 
built in a single story, are nestling down in country places, where land is 
cheaper, as any traveller between Liverpool and Manchester may see as he

  The only Print Works which occur to me as being within the town of Manchester 
are those carried on by Mr. Alderman Neild and others, under the well known firm of 
Thomas Hoyle and Sons. The establishment has been largely extended, and has been 
in existence as the Mayfield Print Works for a great number of years.
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passes along. The heavier processes of carding and weaving can only be 
carried on upon the ground floor, or in the lowest stories of a huilding; 
hut spinning and the lighter operations may be as well or better con 
ducted in the upper storiea. Even cotton spinning itself, however, must 
reach its limits in a town like Manchester, where the area is covered, and 
property is becoming daily of greater value. And it has done so. Old 
factories are sometimes enlarged, but new ones are not built there. They 
are built out in some convenient spot in the district: and this extension of 
the smaller towns is as much a sign of the expansion of Manchester proper, 
as the construction of docks on the north shore, or the building of residences 
at Aigburth or Roby, is a proof of the expansion of Liverpool. It may 
seem strange to say so, but the fact is, that Manchester is becoming (in 
proportion to the whole aggregate of production) less and less the chief 
manufacturing town, and more and more the central mart for the whole 
manufacturing district. Of the hundreds of manufacturers who throng 
the Manchester Exchange every Tuesday at mid-day representatives of 
the wealth, and energy, and skill, which are embarked in the staple trade 
of the place I doubt if more than one in ten lives, not in the town itself, 
but anywhere within the parliamentary boundaries of Manchester and 
Salford.

Take another illustration of the same fact. There are many names 
known far beyond the immediate locality where they were first known, and 
which have become bound up not only with local but with national history. 
All the world will tell you that the original Sir Robert Peel was a Man 
chester manufacturer, and that Mr. Cobden's first essay in public was as the 
author of a pamphlet, in which he assumed the same general designation.* 
Yet what are the facts ? The warehouse of the Peels was in Manchester, 
but their works were at Bury; that of the Cobdens was also in Manchester, 
but their works were at Clithero. Mr. John Feilden, (who, as M.P. for 
Oldham, carried the Ten Hours Act,) had his place of business in Manchester 
too, but his works were at Todmorden. And there are at this moment 
many others whose names are extensively known in connection with the 
place, and with the cotton manufacture, who though they are popularly 
considered as belonging to Manchester, (and though some of them actually

* " England, Ireland, and America, by a Manchester Manufacturer." This publication 
appeared about twenty years ago.
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do reside there, and all of them have their places of business in the town,) 
still have their works situated in various parts of the surrounding country. 
Thus the works of the present member for Manchester, Mr. John Bright, are 
at Rochdale; those of his predecessor in the representation, Mr. E. H. Greg, 
are at Caton, near Lancaster, and at Bollington, in Cheshire. Among the 
ex-mayors of the town are Sir Elkanah Armitage, and Mr. Kershaw, M.P. 
The works of the latter are at Stockport; and those of the former at Pendle- 
ton, a suburb of Manchester, which is in the borough of Salford, but in the 
parish of Eccles. The manufactory of Mr. J. Cheetham M.P. for this divi 
sion of the county is at Stalybridge, and that of Mr. Charles Hindley, M.P., 
at Dukinfield; though both are popularly considered and called " Manchester 
men." And not needlessly to extend the list, I will only add, that the 
Messrs. Grant, of Manchester, (the " Cheeryble Brothers," of Nicholas 
Nickleby,) had their works, not in the town where their warehouse is 
situated, but at Eamsbottom, near Bury.

Again, a borough town, or any place possessing a considerable popu 
lation, or independent means of wealth, will generally be found to possess 
its own newspaper, and its own local bankers. Now I will venture to say, 
that nowhere throughout the United Kingdom (though the district round 
Leeds may afford a somewhat similar case) will you find such large masses 
of people congregated together, and so much visible wealth accumulated, 
with such a remarkable absence of these accompaniments, as in the tribu 
tary towns now under consideration. And why ? Because the Manchester 
papers are the press of the district, and the bankers of the district are the 
banldng firms or companies who conduct their lousiness in Manchester. 
As regards the press, though the Manchester papers circulate through the 
district, and form, the only issue of any account, I am not unaware that 
there have existed, or do exist, a few local prints in those places which 
return members to parliament; and where, consequently, political differ 
ences, and occasional party contests, tend to support the organs of public 
discussion. But the insignificance of these existing exceptions, and the 
ephemeral life of some which exist no more, are only corroborations of the 
general statement which I have just made. To test the assertion fairly, 
one must not look at the state of things since the repeal of the newspaper 
stamp, hut go back to a period which shews more unexceptionably the 
ordinary conditions of these localities. From a publication issued in J852,
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purporting to give a list of all the newspapers published in Great Britain 
in the year 1850, with the number of stamps issued to each, I cannot find 
that there was at that time any newspaper published in Ashton, Hyde, 
Stalybridge, Oldham, Middleton, Rochdale, Bury, Heywood, Badcliffe, 
Atherton, Leigh, or Dukinfleld : while in Bolton there was one paper, to 
which, in 1850, 72,000 stamps were issued ; and in Stockport, two papers, 
to one of which 14,980 stamps had been appropriated, and 28,500 to the 
other. To the four papers published in Manchester, the issue had been, 
during the same period, nearly two millions, viz. 1,916,910. And if it 
were worth while to examine how far the question under review is illus 
trated by the banking system of the district, we should find that with the 
exception of about three private firms, four or five local Joint Stock Banks, 
and several branches and sub-branches of the Manchester and Liverpool 
District Banking Company five towns being without any provision at all, 
and three more possessing only one of these branches the whole banking 
business is transacted in Manchester; the firms and companies situated 
there being, in fact, not the bankers of the town alone, but of all the 
surrounding district.

I will now endeavour to point out some of the causes which either have 
determined the original establishment of manufacturing enterprise in these 
places, or have led to then- rapid increase in wealth, population, and national 
importance. Manchester is not a new town. I need not go into its history, 
or investigate its date. In the reign of Henry VIII. it is spoken of as " well 
inhabited, and distinguished for its trade in linens and woollens;" and in 
an act of parliament, passed in the following reign, mention is made of 
" Manchester, Lancashire, and Cheshire Cottons ; and of Manchester rug3 
and friezes." It was not until the middle of the last century that the 
cotton manufacture began to assume that importance which has led to the 
enormous increase in all the attributes of prosperity which characterise 
this district; and Liverpool also, as the port of the district. The importa 
tion of raw cotton into this country, which in 1701 was under two millions 
of pounds, and in half a century later had not increased to three millions, 
sprang up between 1751 and 1780 to nearly six and three quarter millions; 
in 1790 it reached thirty-one and a half millions ; and in another ten years 
increased more than 75 per cent., shewing an augmentation of imports, 
within the century, from 1,985,868 pounds to fifty-six millions of pounds.
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Simultaneous with this, was the increase in the value of the cotton 
goods exported ; as will be seen by the following table : 

Cotton Wool Imported. Cotton Goods Exported. 
Year. Ibs. Official Value

1751 ... ... ... 8,976,610 ... ... ... £45,986
1764 ... ... ... 3,870,392 ... ... ... £200,354
1780 ... ... ... 6,700,000 ... ... ... £355,060

In seven years more, when the strenuous efforts which had been made to 
overthrow Arkwright's patents had been successful, the amount of exports 
rose immediately to the value of £1,101,457. These figures shrink, of course 
into insignificance by the side of the present returns ; * but they indicate 
when it was that the first bound, in the rapid increase which is still pro 
gressing, actually took place. A glance at the table just given will show 
that it was about 1763 or 1764. In the former year, the seven years' war, 
which secured to England the possession of Canada, was brought to an 
end.f In the same year, the traffic between Liverpool and Manchester 
was carried on by a fleet of eight river flats. But this imposing line 
of transports did not long suffice. In the same year, the Spinning 
Jenny was invented. The two requisites to the developement of our local 
resources, which has since taken place, were first, suitable machinery, 
and second, readiness of communication. Both were supplied, almost 
simultaneously. From this point may be dated the marvellous growth 
of the cotton manufacture, and of local prosperity. The slow and 
laborious processes, which are recorded in the very name MAfnj-facture,

 The returns of some subsequent years, and those which have been most recently 
published, will enable any one who is interested in the subject, to institute the com 
parison here suggested: 

Cotton Wool Imported.
1800. 1823. 1845 

06,000,000 Ibs. 187,231,520 Ibs. 721,980,000 Ibs. 
For the first three months of 1855, the quantity imported was 174,695,584 Ibs., and 

for the first quarter of the present year, 200,494,736 Ibs. The value of the Cotton 
goods exported, has increased as follows :  

1834. 1835. 
£13,783,375 £15,306,922

During the first quarter of 1855, the declared value of the manufactured Cotton 
goods exported, (exclusive of twist), was £6,176,520, and for the corresponding 
period of the present year it was £6,723,390 that for the month of March alone 
being £2,476,378 or nearly at the rate of thirty millions per annum.

t" The rapid increase of Manchester commenced about the year 1765, after the 
conclusion of the last war." Dr. Peroival: Essays, ut supra, p, 29.
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were now superseded, and every suitable climate in the world was 
henceforward laid under contribution, to furnish the raw material upon 
which this great enterprise subsists as its natural food.* In 1760 the 
carding machine, invented by Lewis Paul, to be used in the woollen 
manufacture, was introduced into Lancashire, and applied to cotton. 
In 1764, calico printing was first brought into this county, though not 
applied with much effect, until taken up by the Peels at a later period. 
In 1769, Arkwright's first patent for the " water frame" spinning ma 
chine was issued; and also Watt's first patent for his discovered improve 
ments in the steam engine. In the following year (1770), the spinning 
Jenny, invented by Hargreaves, was patented, though the principle had 
been discovered, as just stated, four or five years before. Five years 
later, (in 1775,) Arkwright's second patent was taken out, for his carding, 
drawing, and roving machines. From 1776 to 1779, Crompton was 
working his way to the invention of the mule spinning frame, though it 
scarcely came into use, until after the success of the attempts which 
were repeatedly made to overthrow the patents of Arkwright. This was 
in 1785 a year of great importance. In this year it was that Cart- 
wright obtained the first patent for his power-loom; Boulton and Watt 
applied their first engine as the motive power in the cotton manu 
facture ; and the printing of calico from cylinders was introduced. 
But to make these discoveries and improvements practically valuable, 
readiness of communication was also essential: and this was supplied 
simultaneously, by an extensive system of canal navigation, by means of 
which the raw material was brought in to be worked, and the manufactured 
article could be either returned to Liverpool for shipment, or forwarded 
to the various home markets for domestic consumption. The act for

 The following table exhibits the various sources of supply, and their relative 
importance : 

Haw Cotton imported during the three months ending March Slst, 1856, 
and in the corresponding period oj 1855.

1856. 1855.
United States .. .. 1,590,661 cwts. .. .. 1,431,234 cwts.
Brazil .. .. .. .. 38,856   .. .. 28,414  
Egypt .. .. .. .. 37,537   .. .. 23,908  
British India .. .. 171,110   .. .. 78,222  
Other Parts .. .. 5,549   .. .. 1,004  

Total cwts. .. .. 1,843,703 1,859,788
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making the Sankey and St. Helen's Canal (the first in England), had 
been obtained in ITS5. The greater work, which we owe jointly to 
the energy and perseverance of the Duke of Bridgewater, and the genius 
of John Brindley, was authorised hy Parliament in the session of 1758-9, 
and opened in 1762. Between 1791 and 1794, acts were obtained for 
the construction of separate canals from Manchester to Bury and Bolton, 
to Ashton and Oldham, and to Rochdale: and by means of various 
branches and extensions, a complete system of water communication 
was speedily established, not only with the towns of the immediately 
surrounding district, but extending into the neighbouring counties and 
to remoter places.* Without the facilities of transit which were thus 
supplied, the prosperity of manufacturers, which increased at such a rapid 
rate at the time now spoken of, would have been an utter impossibility. 
The only towns in the district which are accessible by river communi 
cation, are Stockport and Manchester, and the Irwell has been made 
navigable up to Manchester only by artificial means.

The circumstances which determine the locality of manufactures, will 
be found to resolve themselves generally into I, Convenience of site : 
and II, Facility of transit. Convenience of site implies in the present 
instance that there shall be (1) a copious supply of water : (2) a cheap 
supply of coals, arising either from the proximity of the mines, or from 
cheapness of conveyance: (3) a suitable and sufficient population: and 
(4) no pre-occupying or more important business, or one more convenient 
to be carried on in that locality.! The principle which governs these 
matters is not that of local exigency, (or we should have manufactories 
in every populous town) but of local convenience. And we may see on 
every side how natural is the tendency, in all the more extensive forms of

 It is estimated that tlie canals now open in England, are 2800 miles in length ; and 
that we have also 2500 miles of navigable rivers, which have been partly made so by 
artificial means.

+When we consider how the maritime trade of Liverpool has swallowed up every 
other, and driven out, as if they had no right to a footing within its borders, the manu 
facture of pottery, and the craft of watchmaking; and that, in rebuilding the only cotton 
factory ever erected here, it has been turned into a flour mill, it is evident that this 
last consideration is a very important one. The attempts which have also been made 
in other places, e.g., at Hull, Bristol, and elsewhere, to introduce the cotton and other 
manufactures, (and which, if they have not failed entirely, bave certainly not sufficiently 
encouraged the experiment to warrant its extension,) are additional evidence to the same 
effect.
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manufacturing enterprise, to fix themselves, and to spread out, in some 
convenient locality. Thus the cotton manufacture is chiefly carried on in 
and around Manchester; the broad cloth trade is in that district of the 
country -which is popularly known, in this very connection, as " The 
West of England;" the coarser and heavier woollen fabrics are made in the 
West Riding of Yorkshire; the principal iron works are in those parts 
of the counties of Stafford and Worcester, which are known as the 
" black country;" the making of earthenware has acquired for a 
neighbouring district the name of "the Potteries ;" and the smelting of 
copper and other ores is peculiar to Glamorganshire. The presence of 
minerals does of necessity fix a certain amount of industry to the spot 
where they must be worked; but the genius of manufactures is more 
erratic. She may and does wander about to find the likeliest spot to 
settle in, but when it is found, it becomes the ample home of a prosperous 
and ever-increasing progeny.

The facilities of transit which were furnished by canal conveyance, soon 
became inadequate to the trade which its establishment had helped so 
largely to develope.

A declaration of 150 merchants of Liverpool, issued in 1824, set forth 
that they had " for a long time past experienced great difficulty in obtaining 
vessels to convey goods from this place (Liverpool) to Manchester, and 
that the delay was prejudicial to the trading and manufacturing interests 
at large:" that the existing means of transport (i.e., the Irwell and Mersey 
navigation, and the Bridgewater canal) were " quite inadequate," and 
" that a new line of conveyance had become absolutely necessary to 
conduct the increasing trade of the country with speed, certainty, and 
economy." In 1830, Liverpool and Manchester were linked together by 
the present line of railway, and in process of time most of the larger 
towns in the manufacturing districts were placed in direct commmuni- 
cation with Manchester, as the various projects to which the success of 
the original experiment gave rise, were carried into effect.

Yet, it must not be supposed that the water route is entirely superseded. 
There are peculiar advantages to the manufacturer in the proximity of 
the canal. His chief and indispensable requisites are cotton and coals. 
Both are veiy bulky ; both very inexpensive in proportion to their bulk ; 
and neither, therefore, will bear a heavy rate of freight. Besides the
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other advantages of a waterside position, there is this: that both these 
articles may thus be easily delivered, and cheaply conveyed; the canal 
boats can be brought alongside, and even run into the factory yard; and 
their contents can be laid down upon the very spot where they are required 
for use. Where these conveniences are wanting, there must be the addi 
tional item of cartage introduced into the cost; and this, where constant 
consumption necessitates constant supply, must amount in the aggregate 
to a sum sufficiently considerable to make exemption from it worth 
trying for. The consequence is, that nearly all but some of the oldest 
mills, as Houldsworth's, and that of the Oxford Eoad Twist Company, in 
Manchester stand upon the banks of the numerous canals which inter 
sect the district.

The original position of the various branches of the cotton manu 
facture in the places where it is now carried on, and which have grown 
into large towns from insignificant villages, multiplying wealth " beyond 
the dreams of avarice," was undoubtedly determined by their possession 
of the means of water power; though this advantage soon became of 
little value, on the application of steam as the principal motive power. 
The situation of Stockport is where the Tame and the Goyt uniting 
form the Mersey. Upon the first of these streams stand Ashton, Duk- 
infield, Hyde, and Stalybridge. Manchester stands at the confluence 
of three rivers, the Irwell, the Medlock, and the Irk. The two last- 
named are nowhere navigable, in any part of their course; and the first, 
though rendered navigable up to Manchester, ceases to be so at that 
point. Nearer to its source, it flows past Bolton and Bury: and the 
Medlock, higher up, passes Oldham; while Rochdale and Heywood 
stand upon the bank of another small stream, from which the former 
town takes its name the Eoach. These facts, it is manifest, bear 
Btrongly upon the point of original situation; and, as regards develop 
ment, it is noticeable, that all these towns possessed canal communi 
cation more or less complete, and that the relative importance to which 
they had severally attained, is strikingly attested by the position which 
each assumed in the railway system. The presence or absence of a railway 
is in itself a fact of great significance, in the consideration of a question 
like this. The projectors or managers of a railway can only regard a 
group of towns under one aspect.
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Their wisdom is to calculate 
What [traffic] they will yield.

Thus the large towns are chosen as stations or termini, and they hecome 
larger; the smaller towns are passed or avoided, and they become smaller. 
The first shoot faster onward: the latter lag more in the rear. After 
Manchester hecame connected with Liverpool, lines of railway were 
continued or opened to Wigan, Preston, and Bolton; then to Rochdale, 
Heywood, and Todmorden, and so on to Leeds: and now the great 
centre of the district is accessible by railway, from nearly every one of 
its manufacturing dependencies. To some of them, indeed, this advan 
tage has accrued somewhat tardily, and also indirectly. Those places 
received it latest which could wait the longest; as they were only included 
in the plans of rival companies, when the more remunerative towns 
were already supplied, and the zeal for railway extension set in rather 
too strongly for the interests of shareholders, however beneficial it may 
have been in other respects.

And now, on looking" back, and comparing the present with the pasi, 
we see how, in less than a century of time, there has been wrought a 
very miracle of progress. The contrast is one which must astound even 
those who are most familiar with the facts. The population of Man 
chester and Salford, which in 1757, was 19,839, had increased in 1851 
to 401,321. Liverpool, which in 1750 had 32,099 inhabitants, at the 
last census contained 375,955 souls, within the borough alone, exclusive 
of the environs. Between the years 1773 and 1851, the population of 
Bury increased from 2,090 to 31,262; and that of Bolton from 4,568 
to 61,171. The importation of raw cotton, which in 1751 was under 
3,000,000 Ibs., had risen in 1800 to 56,000,000 Ibs., and for the first 
three months of the present year, it was at the rate of 206,500,000. 
The export of cotton manufactured goods, of which in 1751, the declared 
value amounted to no more than £45,986, reached in the month of 
March last the sum of £2,476,378, or nearly £30,000,000 sterling per 
annum. The cotton manufactories of all kinds, in England (exclusive 
of Scotland and Ireland), were, in 1850, 1,753 in number: of which 
1,235, or 70 per cent, were in the county of Lancaster alone, and 145, 
or 8J per cent, in Cheshire. The proportion of water to steam power 
employed in the cotton manufacture throughout the country was 18
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per cent: but in Lancashire it was little more than 7 (actually 7.2)per cent. 
Instead of the hand processes, or the imperfect contrivances which 
retarded rather than promoted the growth of this enterprise a century 
ago, there was found in the factories of Lancashire a mechanical force 
equal to 50,286 horse-power, (in the proportion of 3,376 of water, to 46,910 
of steam), and this was employed in turning 13,955,497 spindles, and 
propelling 176,947 power-looms.* At the same time the success which has 
been attained in the construction of the machinery and mechanical appli 
ances of the cotton manufacture, has given not a local celebrity merely, 
but a world-wide reputation to the names of Fairbairn, Sharp, and Whit- 
worth of Manchester, Platt of Oldham, and Nasmyth of Patricroft. 
And, lastly, it is worthy of notice, as a very significant proof of its 
wonderful prosperity, that a tract of country almost entirely destitute 
naturally of the water-way which is the wealth of other countries, has 
been supplied by skill and enterprise, with lines of canal communication 
and a vast net-work of railways, which bring every needful article to 
its own doors, and carry its products forth to every home in the country, 
and for distribution to every nation in the world. So that, indepen 
dently of all differences of opinion, or possible diversity of interest, 
there can be no question whatever upon this point that in growth of 
population, in rapidity of extension, in developement of resources, in 
the wealth which these conditions represent, in the ever-active spirit of 
enterprise which influences and urges and directs the whole, and in 
the social and national importance which fitly waits upon such extra 
ordinary success, no district in Her Majesty's dominions can be placed 
in comparison with that southern division of the county of Lancaster, in 
which we live: and which depends as much, for its marvellous prosperity 
upon Liverpool and Manchester equally, as the colossal steamer, which 
brings New York as near to us as London used to be, depends upon the 
simultaneous action of both its paddles for its propulsion and progress.

* See Table on the next page ; extracted from the collection of Parliamentary papers 
in the Liverpool Free Public Library. For other assistance in the compilation of this 
paper, I am indebted to a work on the History of Manchester, published in 1836, by 
James Wheeler, Esq., of the Northern Circuit.
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ABSTRACT OF A RETURN OP THE NUMBER OF COTTON AND OTHER 
FACTORIES, SUBJECT TO THE FACTORIES' ACT, ORDERED BY THE 
HOUSE OF COMMONS TO BE PRINTED, 15TH AUGUST, 18SO.

COTTON FACTOHIES.
FACTOBIES EMPLOYED IN SPINNINO.

3heshire .. .. .. .. 
Lancashire . . . . 
L'otal for England (i.e.,, 
in counties of Chester I 
Cumberland, Derby, ! 
Lancaster, Middlesex, f 
Nottingbam, Stafford, 
and York) .. .. ../

No. of 
Facto 
ries.

76 
517

762

No. of 
Spindles.

816,680 
6,110,071

8,685,392

No. of 
Power- 
looms.

  

Amouut of 
Moving1 Power.

Sfeam.

1,803 
16,102

31,094

Water.

229 
1,340

3,925

Total Numbers Employed.

Male.

4,025 
26,165

38,284

Female.

2,911 
29,847

42,260

Male & 
Female.

6,936 
56,012

80,544

FACTORIES EMPLOYED IN WEAVING.

Cheshire .. ,. 
Lancashire . .

Total  (i.e. in Chester, ] 
Cumberland, Derby, [  
Lancaster, and York) )

6 
196

229

842 
31,875

36,544

83 
2,538

8,840

20 
152

370

222 
8,045

9,173

200 
11,629

13,216

422 
19,674

22,389

FACTORIES EMPLOYED IN SPINNING AND WEAVrNG.

Cheshire , . . . . . 
Lancashire . . , .

Total   (i.e. in Chester, \ 
Cumberland, Derby, 1 
Gloucester, Lancas. I 
ter, Stafford, and 
York.).. .. .. ..)

58 
436

510

1,4.72,409 
7,766,991

10,055,410

28,224 
143,690

184,816

6,792 
27,612

37,368

843 
1,820

3,170

12,550 
61,125

79,967

15,707 
74,135

96,809

28,257 
135,260

177,976

FACTOBIES NOT INCLUDED IN EITHEH OF THE ABOVE DESCRIPTIONS.

Cheshire . . . . 
Lancashire . . . . . .

Total-(i.e. for Cumber- N 
land,Cheeter, Derby, 1 
Laneaster,Leicester, 
Middlesex, Norfolk, \ 
Nottingham, Staf 
ford, Surrey, War 
wick, and York.) /

Total of Cotton Facto- 1 
ries it England. J

Total in Lancashire.

5
86

222

1,753

1,235

6,584 
78,432

433,167

19,173,969

13,955,497

132 
1,382

2,266

283,626 

176,947

16 
658

1,638

62,940

46,910

23*
64

717

8,182

3,376

80 
1,691

4,186

131,610

97,026

77 
3,346

7,767

160,002

118,957

157 
5,037

11,953

292,862

215,983

Mem. by Mr. Homer: The return of cotton and Bilk factories in my district is incomplete; for 
Messrs. John Bright, & Brothers, who liave two factories in Rochdale, and one at Collylnirst, near 
Maachester, and Messrs. T. J. £ T. Walker, of Leigh, near Manchester, have refused to make 
the return called for.

* The disparity between the proportion of steam and water-power in the manufacturing and 
non-manufacturing counties, may be shown by comparing Chester, Derby, and Stafford, with 
York and Lancaster:

Stesm-power. Water-power. 
Lancaster ....... 658 64
York 
Derby .. 
Stafford.. 
Chester..

258
136
91
16

46
323
133
23

This refers only to the factories included under the fourth denomination,


